APPENDIX.	J2I
ultimate establishment of positive measures for improvement they du so
with the same proviso that "before any real Impro¥cm«nts can be effect-
ed in agriculture, the institution, of organised enquiry into ej .sting
methods Is absolutely necessary,1* The Government of India desire
therefore, that for the present the main duty of the Agricultural Chemist
should be to take his place in the scheme of enquiry, rather than to
institute what may p*ove to be premature efforts in the direction of
agricultural improvement.
7. It will, in the first place, be necessary for the Provincial Depart,
rnents of Agriculture to carry out more effectively than has hitherto
done the Instructions for establishing the system which in the Resolu-
tion of 1881 was briefly designated as "district analysis." The subject
was discussed at the Agricultural Conference held it sSgo at Simla,
but has not as yet been fully understood. The abject of the scfiem©,
was to define with some precision, through the aid of the statistics coll-
ected by the land-records agency, the tracts in each district which are
subject to Famine, or to use the words of the Resolution, in which
the "agricultural operation4* of the country »re liable for aay reason
to fall below the standard of full efficiency," Wheniwttie progress
has been made in a careful analysis of agricultural tracts, the expert
will be o^efmlly associated with the Agricultural Departments in investig-
ating the causes of failure, and in suggesting the remedies to be applied.
As soon as this ^stage has been reached, the greater number of thorn
recommendations of the Famine Commission and Dr. Voeldcer, which
c*eat with positlFC measures of remedy and improvement^ will have to
be taken under serious consideration and although it may be the case
that in some directions inquiry has proceeded sufficiently far to justify
immediate action, especially in tracts where agricultural depression is
extreme, yet there i« no doubt that* in the main a considerable period
must still be occupied in the preliminary work of investigation.
$. Another branch of enquiry is concerned wic?- the existing
methods and practices of agriculture throughout India. Tills will be
entrusted primarily to the Agricultural Cfeemist. It wilt Involve the
collation and collection of facts aitd statistic* conUliMad in gazetteers*
settlement report*., and other sucfe soorc** of information, and will
require both persomil investigation in the field, and continual communi-
cation with the officer* of tbe Agricultural Departments.
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